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The following report describe findings from analyzing a data series gathered during a period of about 

two hours on the 5th of April 2016. A total of 417 articles were registered in the HybridCheckout Duo 

system installed in the Meny Helgerudgaarden grocery store. During the data gathering period, the 

checkout was also filmed to document the process. 

Conclusion: 

The average throughput was about 1800 articles 

scanned and checked out per hour, this including 

the payment process and the cashier undertaking 

normal customer service.  

 

These HybridCheckout Duo real-life metrics 

matches the early data simulation and is according 

to the Proof of Concept testing metrics (1700-1900 

items checked out per hour). 

Scanning throughput: 

The graph and table shows a maximum scanning 

throughput in the range of 3000-6000 articles per 

hour (3-30 article sequences). The number is high as the payment process is not always a part of the 

sequences with a low count value. When analyzing longer sequences (40+ article sequences) the 

payment process and customer service activities are included and this lowers 

the maximum throughput down to about 2300-2500 articles per hour for the 

fastest scanning sequences.  

A trained cashier and customers with previous HybridCheckout experience are 

likely to achieve a regular scanning throughput of 4000+ articles per hour. 

When including the payment process and customer service delays an average 

checkout throughput of 2000-2200 articles per hour is likely. This aligns very 

well with previous Proof of Concept findings and early simulations.  

Graph/table explanation:  

The term “Sequence count” refers to the number of item scans in a sequence of 

scans. From the “Sequence count” an average intra-scan time within the 

sequence is calculated. The “Max” line/column is the highest number of 

scanned items (per hour) that can be done according to the measured data, as 

a function of the sequence count value. The “Average” line/column indicates the average number of 

scanned items per hour that was measured from the average per scan sequence intra-scan time 

mentioned.  

Items Max Average

2 13091 1818

3 6429 1821

5 5921 1823

10 4627 1818

20 4027 1806

30 2816 1801

40 2558 1798

50 2465 1797

60 2441 1798

70 2391 1806



Customer feedback: 

Several of the customers were engaged in dialogues with the cashiers to agree upon the process, to 

discuss bagging/payment options and such. All the customers made a positive verbal feedback after 

the use of the checkout, when asked about their experience. As with the Proof of Concept testing 

there was unanimity amongst the customer, that they prefer HybridCheckout as the checkout 

method. Please refer to the Proof of Concept testing survey for further details regarding in-depth 

customer feedback after using HybridCheckout. 

Background data collection: 

About half of the customers had no previous experience with HybridCheckout, while the other half 

had previously used it a few times. No training or specific instructions were given to the customers 

regarding how to use checkout during the data gathering period. The data was gathered from 

processing registrations that was time stamped by the HybridCheckout Pre-System. The data 

gathering was done during normal use of the checkout with regular customer transactions.  

The data series measured do not include any weighing operations and non-barcode item 

registrations as these were done directly into the POS system. The time required by the cashier to 

register such items appears to be inactive time and increases the intra-scan time in the data. This 

does influence the reported throughput negatively. As a result, do consider the actual 

HybridCheckout Duo performance to be somewhat better than shown by the data gathered and 

used in this report. 

Throughput comparison with other checkout methods: 

The real-life measurements described in this report resulted in the same throughput as the Proof of 

Concept testing revealed. The below graphs from the Proof of Concept testing and White Paper III, 

indicate the performance metrics compared to other checkout methods. 

 

 

 

 

Links:  

http://www.hybridcheckout.com 

http://www.hybridcheckout.com/Article/Evaluate/Proof-of-Concept 

http://www.hybridcheckout.com/HcoNew.mp4 


